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1. INTRODUCTION

With the features of robustness against failures, extend-
able in structures and reduced cost when separating a cen-
tralized task, multi-agent systems have received tremen-
dous attentions in the past decade. Consequently, the
distributed cooperative control problem for multi-agent
systems has been intensively studied in many directions
including consensus, trajectory tracking, formation con-
trol, containment, rendezvous, to name few.

As far as the system model is concerned, the majority of
the research on distributed control starts from the simplest
model, i.e., single integrator, see e.g. Jadbabaie et al.
(2003); Fax and Murray (2004); Ren and Beard (2005).
Due to the reason that the single integrator systems are
sometimes too simplified to capture real agents’ dynamics,
efforts have been made to study double integrator systems,
such as Hong et al. (2008); Lin and Jia (2009); Seyboth
et al. (2013). Besides the simple linear systems, different
topics on general linear dynamics have been discussed,
for example, analytic synchronization for way-point model
Cao et al. (2008), synchronization conditions being an-
alyzed in Tuna (2009), observer-based consensus control
in Li et al. (2010), and self-triggered control in Hu et al.
(2015). Even though numerous control problems on linear
systems have been extensively studied, the theories pro-
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posed so far cannot be directly put into practice in view of
the nonlinearities and uncertainties existing in most of the
mechanical systems. To narrow this gap, the cooperative
control for Euler-Lagrange systems, which can represent a
large class of mechanical systems, were considered in Mei
et al. (2011); Nuno et al. (2011); Yang et al. (2014a,b).
Moreover, efforts were also made to conduct distributed
control for general nonlinear systems, such as Wang and
Huang (2005) and Yu et al. (2010).

To be specific, due to the increasing need for nonholonomic
systems in various applications, the results for distributed
control of multiple nonholonomic mobile robots are re-
ported more often in recent years. As shown in Brockett
(1983), nonholonomic systems cannot be asymptotically
stabilized by smooth state feedback control laws, which
imposes difficulties for the control algorithm design. The
tracking and stabilization problem for unicycle-type mo-
bile robots were solved by employing the coordinate trans-
formation and backstepping techniques in Do et al. (2004).
For the geometric formation feasibility problem, Lin et al.
(2005) presented the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of distributed controllers to stabilize
the closed-loop system under the assumption that each
nonholonomic mobile robot rotates freely. Using a special
change of variable, distributed controllers were designed
for multiple wheeled mobile robots to realize trajectory
tracking under undirected graphs in Dong (2012). To
deal with the nonholonomic constraints, Liu and Jiang
(2013) made use of dynamic feedback linearization and
small-gain methods to come up with a novel distributed
controllers without global position measurements. More-
over, the adaptive distributed formation controllers were
respectively developed for kinematics and dynamics using
nonsmooth functions in Peng et al. (2016).
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In addition to directly analyzing the nonholonomic models,
an equivalently chained-form system has been considered
to implement the cooperative control tasks. Through vari-
able transformations, dynamic distributed control laws
have been proposed with the aid of a so called σ-process,
which is also effective when it is subjected to communi-
cation delays Dong and Farrell (2008). Recently, a com-
putationally simple controller for single wheeled mobile
robot is developed based on Lyapunov’s direct method
and backstepping technique Wang et al. (2014). However,
it should be noted that it is nontrivial to apply the results
for a single agent to multi-agent systems. As an extension,
control for high order chained-form systems was addressed
in Cao et al. (2014), where cascading theory is used to
overcome the difficulty when the group reference signal is
not persistently exciting.

In this paper, we consider the distributed tracking problem
for multiple nonholonomic mobile robots, where only a
subset of the robots have access to the reference trajectory.
The tracking errors can be guaranteed to asymptotically
convergence to zero using our proposed distributed control
laws, in which special components, serving as dynamic
oscillator Dixon et al. (2000), are carefully designed with
the aid of Lyapunov stability theory. Moreover, the control
scheme is constructed under a general directed graph
that contains a spanning tree, which has more potential
applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the nonholonomic models and the necessary
preparations for the theoretical analysis. Distributed con-
trol laws and the rigorous theoretical proof are given in
Section 3. Moreover, numeration simulations in Section
4 show that the proposed control algorithms are quite
effective. Section 5 gives a short summary.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a group of n nonholonomic wheeled mobile
robots, moving on a horizontal plane. The kinematics of
robot i is described as


ẋi

ẏi
θ̇i


 =

[
cos(θi) 0
sin(θi) 0

0 1

] [
vi
ωi

]
(1)

where qi = (xi, yi, θi) are the position and orientation of
robot i, and vi and ωi are the linear and angular velocities.

The neighboring relationships between the robots are
described by a directed graph G with the vertex set V =
{1, 2, · · · , n} and the edge set E ⊆ V × V. We use A =
(aij)n×n to denote the adjacency matrix, where aij > 0
means there is an edge (j, i) between robot i and j, and
robot i can obtain information from agent j, but not vice
versa, and aij = 0 otherwise. The interaction relationships
among the followers and the leader is denoted by matrix
B = diag{b1, · · · , bn}, where bi > 0 if robot i is a neighbor
of the leader, bi = 0 otherwise. In this paper, the nonzero
elements of A and B are chosen to be 1. The Laplacian
matrix L = (lij)n×n is defined by lii =

∑
j∈Ni

lij and
lij = −aij , i �= j, where Ni denotes the set of neighbors of
robot i. Let D = diag{d1, · · · , dn} represents the in-degree
matrix, where di =

∑
j∈Ni

aij , i = 1, · · · , n.

To simplify the controller design, we introduce the follow-
ing coordinate transformation and state feedback Murray
and Sastry (1993):

[
z1i
z2i
z3i

]
=

[
0 0 1

sin(θi) − cos(θi) 0
cos(θi) sin(θi) 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�T1i

[
xi

yi
θi

]
(2)

[
vi
ωi

]
=

[
z2i 1
1 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�T2i

[
u1i

u2i

]
(3)

It can be seen that the matrices T1i and T2i are globally
invertible, under which system (1) can be converted to the
chained form as:

ż1i = u1i

ż2i = u1iz3i
ż3i = u2i

(4)

Given a reference trajectory, q0(t) = (x0(t), y0(t), θ0(t)),
satisfying

ẋ0 = v0 cos(θ0)

ẏ0 = v0 sin(θ0)

θ̇0 = ω0

(5)

where all the states, i.e., q0, v0, ω0, are available to parts
of the n robots. Hereafter, we call the virtual agent
following exactly the reference trajectory the leader and
call the n robots represented by (1) followers. Since the
two matrices T1i and T2i are globally nonsingular, under
similar operation (2) and (3), we can equivalently obtain
for the leader the transformed states zl0, l = 1, 2, 3.

Control objective: Design control laws u1i and u2i for
system imodeled by (4), such that the reference trajectory
is tracked, namely,

lim
t→∞

(zli − zl0) = 0, ∀ l = 1, 2, 3, i = 1, · · · , n (6)

In order to achieve the objective, we need the following
assumptions.

Assumption 1. The communication directed graph G has
a spanning tree with the root node being that of the leader.

Assumption 2. The leader’s inputs u10(t) and u20(t) are
continuous. Moreover, there exist positive constants ε and
T , such that for all τ ≥ 0,∫ τ+T

τ

[u10(t)]
2dt > ε (7)

Lemma 3. (Wang et al. (2014)) Let V : R+ → R+ be
continuously differentiable and W : R+ → R+ uniformly
continuous satisfying that, for each t > 0,

V̇ (t) ≤ −W (t) + p1(t)V (t) + p2(t)
√
V (t) (8)

with both p1(t) and p2(t) being non-negative and belong-
ing to L1 space. Then, there exists a constant c, such that
W (t) → 0 and V (t) → c as t → ∞.

Notations: In this paper |x| and ‖x‖ are used to denote the
1-norm and 2-norm of vector x ∈ Rn respectively. When x
is a scalar, |x| denotes the absolute value of x. We use ‖X‖1
and ‖X‖ to denote the corresponding induced 1-norm and
2-norm of square matrix X respectively.
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